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Introduction
Five foot nine inch tall sporty spice look-alike Erica Lightspeed is here to test your athletic prowess.
Can you keep up with her on and off the court? How about in and out of the bedroom? If you think you
have the endurance and drive to give her the kind of competition she has been hoping for then visit
Erica's site and put your money where her mouth is!

Adult Review
You flip through the chanels on your TV and always end up stopping on ESPN when they show a clip of a superhot female
tennis star, or a sexy beach volleyball girl. Stop pausing the TIVO to jackoff at stillframes of chicks you will never get to see
naked and go visit Erica Lightspeed instead!
  
  Erica is a tall, athletic All-American gal with the same energy and fitness as those top stars but instead of wasting her day
training to hit a ball, she spends her afternoons learning how to make your bat hard!
  
  The site features 33 exclusive videos of the softcore variety featuring Erica Lightspeed and lots of her teen friends frolicking
around with each other to get your sexual-suspense levels bangin' off the chart. The picture packages are excellent, and while
The Tongue would have liked to see her getting railed hardcore... many members prefer the tease and please style of a site
like hers just the way it is.
  
  Along with your membership you can get access to all of the Included Sites on the right side of this review. Combined, that's
a huge amount of softcore teen content with all the kissing, dancing and flashing your dick is in the mood to see. Take the
tour and see if Erica has what it takes to make your cock want more.

Porn Summary
Erica Lightspeed is one of the best girls on the Lightspeed teen network. The site isn't all it could be but it's worth a on month
try and if you really dig the way Erica looks and behaves.... this is her only official site and you won't find her elsewhere.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'This teen athlete is ready to be your cock's personal trainer!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 83
Support: 85 Unique: 90    Taste: 88        Final: 87

Porn Sites Included
Jordan Capri (88) ,Dirty Aly (86) ,Lightspeed University  (85) ,Lightspeed Sorority  (Preview) ,Heather Lightspeed (Preview)
,Taylor Little (Preview) ,Faith Lightspeed (Preview) ,Reel 18 (Preview) ,Dana Lightspeed (Preview) ,Mandy Lightspeed
(Preview) ,Little Troublemaker (Preview) ,Tawnee Stone (Preview) ,Sweet Devon (Preview) ,Britney Lightspeed (Preview) ,
Gigi Lightspeed (Preview) ,XXX Raimi (Preview) ,Terry Lightspeed (Preview) ,Stacy Bride (Preview) ,Brandy Didder
(Preview) ,Ronni Tuscadero (Preview) ,Nikki Grinds (Preview) ,Tori Stone (Preview) ,Ashley Lightspeed (Preview) ,Cum
Filled Panties (Preview) ,Rachel 18 (Preview) ,Evitas Playhouse (Preview) ,Lacey White (Preview) ,Courtney Lightspeed
(Preview) 
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